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Abstract
Classifications of several gesture types are very helpful in several applications.
This paper tries to address fast classifications of hand gestures using DTW
over multi-core simple processors. We presented a methodology to distribute
templates over multi-cores and then allow parallel execution of the classification.
The results were presented to voting algorithm in which the majority vote
was used for the classification purpose. The speed of processing has increased
dramatically due to using multi-core processors and DTW.
c 2019 ISC. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

he number of people owning smart-phones has
T
increased rapidly in the last few years. This gives
a chance to build applications that detects gestures
to use it easily anywhere and anytime. Gestures are
defined as the movement of the hand holding the mobile/smartwatch in certain directions to draw shapes.
It is easy to control and interact with a device using
gestures, especially for people who are disabled [1].
Hand gestures were used to control IOT devices
[2], TVs and to recognize daily activities [3]. Hand
gestures were used in medical health applications and
hospitals to control surrounding devices or ask for
help [4]. This type of gestures is the most suitable
way for those people as it does not require touching
a device or seeing it clearly.
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The main problem for any gesture recognition system is the time consumed to recognize a gesture in
a real-time system. Algorithms for machine learning
that depends on time signal comparison such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [5] are good candidates
for classification of gestures in real time. It was used
explicitly for classifying hand gestures in sign language [6], object gestures [7], and abnormal driving
behaviour [8].
However, one of the main problems facing these
algorithms is the time taken to compare templates
with input gestures. DTW proved to work efficiently
in several related works with small number of templates, yet for large amount of templates things are
different [9]. Probably, DTW, KNN, and SVM took
so much time for comparisons with templates [10].
Some trials (e.g., [11]) try to speed up DTW with
distributed grid computing for OCR detection. Many
trials (e.g., [12–14]) have been done in literature to
speed up the DTW. Even though the performance
of DTW was progressive, sometimes it fails to run
with the big amount of continues time series data
online. Hence, there is a need for processing gestures
continuously with an acceptable response time.
AirPincher [15] was introduced as a device that
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can replace restrictions of spatial space and wearable
devices to control virtual objects using finger gestures. Trials for multi-core DTW was presented in
[16], and they show windowing approach for real-time
hand gestures classification. The idea presented in
their work suffers from delay latency around 280 ms
between successive gestures classifications.
In this paper, we aim to present a modification to
the Dynamic Time Warping algorithm. The algorithm
heavily depends on constructing cost path matrix,
and hence, tries to align two-time series with each
other. The DTW algorithm will consume much time
doing a set of comparisons between input gestures
and archived templates giving a complexity of O(n2 ).
The approach used in this paper is recognizing the
gesture using the DTW algorithm and the values
of the X-axis, Y-axis, and Z-axis. The values were
captured from wearable accelerometer sensors used for
hand gesture classifications on multi-core processors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 explains the related work and other approaches.
Section 3 explains our proposed approach. Section 4
shows the experiments and results in terms of measures. Section 5 is the discussion of our system. finally,
we conclude our work in Section 6.

2

Related Works

Krishna et al. [17] proposed a gesture recognition
system based on machine learning that utilizes accelerometer and generates a set of genetic features
that can operate in three different modes (User Dependent, Mixed User, and User Independent) according to the end user’s choice. To test the system, two
public datasets composed of accelerometer-bases gestures are used - uWave and Sony. Krishna et al. stated
the best classifier in each category - Efficiency and
Classification Time - for a gesture sample, in all three
modes after trying several classifiers. Extremely Randomized Trees performed the best in terms of accuracy achieving 98.63% in Mixed User Mode whereas
Ridge Classifier achieved the least classification time
0.0013 seconds using small training data.
Carmona and Climent [18] proposed a comparative
study between HMM and DTW to know which is
better in gesture recognition. Carmona and Climent
constructed their own data set using Kinect. Different
set of experiments were applied and DTW obtained
average accuracy of 98.8% and HMM obtained average accuracy of 96.46%.
Assaleh et al. [19] proposed a system to recognize
Arabic sign language using hand gesture and sensor
glove. They made a comparison between K-nearest
neighbors and DTW. K-nearest neighbors achieved
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Figure 1. Watch hand gestures captured by [20]

an accuracy of 92.5% and 95.3% in user independent
and user dependent modes with an average time of
0.27 seconds while DTW achieved an accuracy of
95.1% and 97.5% in user independent and user dependent modes with an average time 4.9 seconds. DTW
achieved better accuracy but with higher computation time.

3

Proposed System

This research proposes a model in which runs the
comparison between the testing and the templates
on multi-core processors using DTW. Figure 2 shows
the system detailed implementation. Data is collected
using accelerometer sensors of a mobile-phone/smartwatch device. The values of X-axis, Y-axis and Zaxis are recorded sequentially in a comma-separated
string to be sent for the prepossessing purpose. The
data passes by four phases of preprocessing before
being passed to the classifier. The cost for DTW
was calculated using Euclidean distance as shown in
Equation 1 and minimum distance is calculated with
Equation 2.

Q=

q

(Ax − Ax )2 + (By − By )2 + (Cz − Cz )2 (1)

Dist(i, j) = min(Dist(i − 1, j) + 1,
Dist(i, j − 1) + 1,
Dist(i − 1, j − 1) + Q)

(2)
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Figure 2. System Overview for Multi-core DTW system

3.1

Preprocessing

The signal is sent from the mobile phone as a stream
of ACC(x,y,z) using a window size of 120 points per
second [21] [16]. After the stream received on the
server component, the gravity is removed and the
linear acceleration is obtained [22]. We apply a moving
average function used to smooth the signal [23]. The
signal acquired from the accelerometer must pass by
low pass filters [21]. Figure 4 shows the values of x, y,
and z after applying low pass filter. After removing
the gravity value, the values of x,y,z were normalized,
then extract a magnitude value to get pattern shape
for the signal. The Preprocessed gesture is then passed
to the multi-core DTW distributor for processing.
3.2

Processing

Dynamic Time Warping was first introduced in [24]
and then used in many signal processing applications.
It was used for voice recognition [25], Hand and Object gestures classifications [7, 26], and driving behaviour [8]. All templates are distributed equally on
a number of available cores.

Figure 3. Before Preprocessing
Table 1. Single core classifiers accuracy and time results
Classifier

Accuracy (%)

Time (Seconds)

DTW

99.2

43.7

SVM

89.2

41.1

KNN

79

45

The dispatcher is a module that assures that each
core receives appropriate templates for loading by
dividing the templates over the cores. We have used
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Table 2. Multi-core results with different processors, time and accuracy
Processor / Gesture N

g1

g5

g7

g11

g14

g17

I36100-3.7Ghz-4 cores

0.3

0.29,81%

0.29,86%

0.28,78% 0.29,77% 0.29,88%

I73770-3.4Ghz-8 Cores

0.17

0.163,92% 0.16,79%

0.16,77% 0.16,79% 0.16,80%

I74710HQ-2.5Ghz-8 Cores

0.77

I77500-2.70Ghz-4 Cores

0.77

0.76

0.78s

0.75

0.75

0.36, 100% 0.37, 98% 0.036, 100% 0.40, 93% 0.36, 90% 0.37, 100%

ing. Table 1 shows the result achieved using different
classifiers, the time shown in the table is the time
taken in training and testing all samples for single
core classifications and their accuracy, respectively.
The device used in this experiment is equipped with
8.00 GB RAM and CPU core-i7. According to results
achieved when using the single core mode, we get the
results of DTW in 43.7 seconds
4.2
Figure 4. After Preprocessing

the dataset presented in [20] for all our experiments.
We run the cross-validation between all gestures of the
eight users with all 20 shapes. The highest accuracy
achieved was 98.2% selecting gesture profiles from all
users as templates no (1,9,4,17). Hence, each core will
be loaded by the data for user x and the 20 gesture
shapes using only profiles mentioned before. It means
each core is loaded with 80 template shapes and is
ready for applying DTW searching.
The dispatcher checks regularly the cloud data
storage for a new gesture that was inserted. After
that, the dispatcher starts running the N cores for
getting results for DTW per each core. The cores’
results are then subjected for counting frequencies
and maximum voting is collected. The final decision is
then recorded in the data store and a feedback is sent
to the user with the appropriate recognized gesture.

4

Experiments and Results

The objective of the first experiment is to test the
performance of DTW using single core compared to
SVM, KNN classifiers.
Figure 1 shows the sampled gestures used in the
paper [20]. Hence, each user have 4 templates for each
gesture.

In this experiment we measured the effect of multicore DTW on the time results. We have conducted
an experiment to recognize certain gestures; we run
the experiment 100 times to measure the average
time to classify gesture and the accuracy of detection.
The selected gestures were chosen randomly. The
experiment was conducted on four devices equipped
with Core-i3 (4 cores) and 4 GB RAM, Core-i7 (8
cores) and 16 GB RAM, Core-i7 (8 cores) and 12
GB RAM, and Core-i7 (4 cores) and 8 GB RAM.
The average time for classification was 0.28 seconds.
The average accuracy for the 100 trials was 92% .
Table 1 shows the results for multi-core performance
for different samples of testing.

5

Results and Discussions

The results shows an increase in the performance regarding the classification speed. The proposed Multicore DTW system shows dramatically increasing in
performance and could be used for online classifications of gesture templates even if their size increased.
However, we know that one of the limitations of our
algorithm is the presence of at least a number of templates equally divided on the number of cores so we
prevent biased voting. Although the number of templates for a single gesture is not equal to other ones,
the dispatcher presented in our system overview guaranteed equally division of template gestures over the
N cores.

6
4.1

Multi-Core DTW Experiments

Conclusions and Future Work

Single Core

Different classifiers are build in order to find which
will have more accurate result running on single core.
Using the dataset in [20] four classes are used in
training and the other sixteen classes used in test-
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In this paper, we presented a multi-core Dynamic
time warping algorithm in a way where it runs parallel and enhances performance in means of time for
gesture classifications. We believe that many gesture
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classification algorithms can benefit from this system as they can run online with acceptable response
time even if they run on a simple multi-core primitive
servers. Applications for activity recognition, sports
interaction and driving behaviours are a good candidate for such system.
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